
 

If you don't know of this, Passion of Christ is an Italian film that was released in 2004. It stars actor Macarena Gómez. The
movie has 12 scenes and it runs for 105 minutes. The story is about the life of Jesus Christ, who through his teachings found
many disciples after he died on the cross. The film follows him from that death to his ascension into heaven where God made
him King. 

The film also has dialogue in English, Japanese, Italian, Japanese and French

Movie has 6 songs.

Movie has 6 songs.

Movie has 6 songs.

Movie has 6 songs. When shown in theatres it was dubbed into 4 languages: Italian, English, French, Spanish. Movie also
dubbed into Russian by First Artists Company. Released in Russia in 2005. Movie has 6 songs.

Movie has 6 songs.

Movie has 6 songs.

In June 2007, a Spanish language film shot in Perugia, Italy was released called "In the Name of the Father" ("En el Nombre del
Padre" being Spanish for "In The Name of The Father"). This one is based on (and not to be confused with) Thomas Keneally's
novel of the same name and stars Jason O'Mara and Joanna Christie in the title roles. It is a good-natured, rather traditional
account of the events leading up to and following the death of Jesus, and is notable for two things: (1) it was jointly funded by
Universal Pictures (US) and PepsiCo International; and (2) it features the first ever portrayal of Christ on film by a professional
Hollywood actor (though not an actor who plays Christ as such all that often). O'Mara has also played "Old Herod" in Martin
Scorsese's "The Last Temptation Of Christ".

This was the first film filmed entirely in Bulgaria. The movie was produced by Orthodox Christian investors from Bulgaria,
Macedonia and Serbia. It got mostly bad reviews from critics and its promotion was far below expectations. It was released in
U.S. cinemas by Lionsgate Films on November 28, 2018.

A series of twelve filmed events from Our Savior's life have been made into a single film by the order of Patriarch Irinej of
Serbia and blessed by His Holiness Serbian Patriarch Pavle. The film is a joint production of the Russian Orthodox Church
Outside Russia and the Russian Ministry of Culture. Passion for Christ is a major international program based out of São Paulo,
Brazil, where over 20 million people have watched the 12-episode Television Series with English Subtitles.
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